COMMUNITY RE-UNITE
What can we do to provide a better integration of community with outdoor spaces?

“The modules will be produced
as minimal surface boxes, which
is specifically designed to reduce
the material amount in one unit.
The Re-Unite booth produces
two modules which can be
combined with each other
through a dovetail joint. The
dowel pins allow the module
tranformations and its
compatibility in developing
various aggregations.”

This proposal aims to enhance the potential of outdoor use for everyday activities through developing an
environmentally benefitial solution. We imagine a compact recycling booth that fabricates minimal surface boxes
allowing aggregation to create personalized urban furnitures. The Re-Unite booth would be placed in communal
outdoor areas such as parks, and it encourages community to join to the instant design of their own environment
with the circular manufacturing processes from recyclable plastic and paper waste.
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“Whenever and whatever
you need, design your own
furniture.”
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“Wherever you are, you can
create your own outdoor
working space.”
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Proposed Booth
Height 2m.

Proposed Booth
Height 2m.
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4. Additive manufacturing
of tesselated primitive
minimal surface from
recycled plastic

3. Shredded plastic
transferred to hopper
initializing filament
production
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4. Molding primitive
minimal surface to make
solid module from
squeezed recycled paper

5. Flexible assembly
options for various needs
such as seating, desk, sun
shade, etc.

3. Making pulp with
water mixer, then
pouring into the mold
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5. Flexible assembly
options for various needs
such as seating, desk, sun
shade, etc.
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2. Hopper cutting the
plastic in smaller pieces
and feeding them into
the shredder
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1a. Inserting clean mix
of plastic bottles

1a. Inserting clean mix
of papar trash

1b. Inserting shuttered
pieces of pre-printed
but damaged module

1b. Inserting shuttered
pieces of pre-printed
but damaged module
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The plastic processor promotes the production of the modules from recyclable plastic which suits filament
makers. Our compact design solution envisions to eliminate collection, transportation, manufacturing and
distribution phases of the standard recycling processes in one single production unit. Inspired from the
products of 3devo, this vision of innovative device redefines the recycling and the use of material.
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How can design help the circular economy better manage the end of life of products?
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2. Hopper cutting the
paper in smaller pieces
and feeding them into
the shredder

The Re-Unite paper booth combines paper recycling techniques in a single machine where the sustainable
process is integrated with communal outdoor use. The booth is planned to create a box with minimal surface
for material optimisation. Separating cellulose fibres with water, making pulp and molding are the main steps
to prepare the Re-Unite module. As paper products would wear off easily, the possibility to insert the damaged
unit is one of the strongest aspect of the cycle. The Re-Unite booth engages community with outdoor spaces
while improving sustainable life of materials.

